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Google is releasing a new TensorFlow
object detection API to make it easier for
developers and researchers to identify

Last

October, Google

in-house object

objects within images. Google is trying to

detection system achieved new state-of-the-

offer the best of simplicity and performance

art results, and placed first in the COCO

— the models being released today have

detection challenge. Since then, this system

performed well in benchmarking and have

has generated results for a number of

become regularly used in research.

research publications and has been put to
work in Google products such as NestCam,

[1] TensorFlow object detection API

the similar items and style ideas feature in

Google develop flexible state-of-the-art

Image Search and street number and name

machine

detection in Street View.

learning

(ML)

systems

for

computer vision that not only can be used to
improve our products and services, but also
spur progress in the research community.
Creating accurate ML models capable of
localizing and identifying multiple objects in
a single image remains a core challenge in
the field, and we invest a significant amount
of time training and experimenting with
these systems.

Today Google make this system available to
the broader research community via the
TensorFlow Object Detection API. This
codebase is an open-source framework built
on top of TensorFlow that makes it easy to
construct, train and deploy object detection
models. Google goals in designing this
system were to support state-of-the-art
models while allowing for rapid exploration
and research. The first release contains the
following:
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A selection of trainable detection models,
including:

Google announced the latest release of the

o
o

Region-Based Fully Convolution

and

Networks (R-FCN) with Resent

checkpoints and model definitions for

101

several competitive networks in the field of

o

Faster RCNN with Resent 101

image classification.

o

Faster

RCNN

with



TF-Slim

library

for

Tensor

Flow,

a

lightweight package for defining, training
evaluating

models,

as

well

as

Inception

Resent v2



Classification in Tensor Flow

Single Shot Multibox Detector
(SSD) with MobileNets
SSD with Inception V2

o



[2] Improving Inception and Image

In order to spur even further progress in the

Frozen weights (trained on the COCO

field, Google announce the release of

dataset) for each of the above models to

Inception-ResNet-v2, a convolution neural

be used for out-of-the-box inference

network (CNN) that achieves a new state of

purposes.

the art in terms of accuracy on the ILSVRC

A Jupyter notebook for performing out-

image classification benchmark. Inception-

of-the-box inference with one of googl

ResNet-v2 is a variation of our earlier

released models

Inception V3 model which borrows some

Convenient local training scripts as well

ideas from Microsoft's ResNet papers .

as distributed training and evaluation

Residual connections allow shortcuts in the

pipelines via Google Cloud

model and have allowed researchers to

The SSD models that use MobileNet are

successfully

lightweight, so that they can be comfortably

networks, which have lead to even better

run in real time on mobile devices. Our

performance.

winning COCO submission in 2016 used an

significant simplification of the Inception

ensemble of the Faster RCNN models,

blocks. Just compare the model architectures

which

in the figures below:

are

are

more

computationally

intensive but significantly more accurate.

train

This

even

has

deeper

also

neural

enabled
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reports the Top-1 and Top-5 validation
accuracies on the ILSVRC 2012 image
classification benchmark based on a single
crop of the image. Furthermore, this new
model only requires roughly twice the
memory and computation compared to
Schematic diagram of Inception V3

Inception V3.
Top- TopModel

Checkpoint

1

5

Accu Accu
racy racy

inception_resnet_

Inception-

v2_2016_08_30.ta 80.4 95.3

ResNet-v2

At the top of the second Inception-ResNet-

r.gz

Inception V3

v2 figure, you'll see the full network
expanded. Notice that this network is

ResNet 152

considerably deeper than the previous
Inception V3. Below in the main figure is an

ResNet

easier to read version of the same network

200

V2

inception_v3_201
6_08_28.tar.gz
resnet_v1_152_20
16_08_28.tar.gz
TBA

78.0 93.9

76.8 93.2

79.9* 95.2*

where the repeated residual blocks have
been compressed. Here, notice that the
inception blocks have been simplified,
containing fewer parallel towers than the
previous Inception V3.
The Inception-ResNet-v2 architecture is
more accurate than previous state of the art
models, as shown in the table below, which

In order to allow people to immediately
begin

experimenting,

Google

are

also

releasing a pre-trained instance of the new
As an example, while both Inception V3 and
Inception-ResNet-v2

models

excel

at

identifying individual dog breeds, the new
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model does noticeably better. For instance,

streamlined models designed to operate on

whereas the old model mistakenly reported

less sophisticated machines — a Mobile

Alaskan malamute for the picture on the

Nets single shot detector comes optimized to

right, the new Inception-ResNet-v2 model

run in real-time on a smart phone.

correctly identifies the dog breeds in both
images.

Google announced its Mobile Nets family of
lightweight computer vision models. These

model does noticeably better. For instance,

models

whereas the old model mistakenly reported

detection, facial recognition and landmark

Alaskan malamute for the picture on the

recognition.

right, the new Inception-ResNet-v2 model
correctly identifies the dog breeds in both
images.

can

handle

tasks

like

object

Today’s Smartphone’s don’t possess the
computational resources of larger scale
desktop and server-based setups, leaving
developers with two options. Machine
learning models can run in the cloud, but
that adds latency and requires an internet
connection — non-starters for a lot of
common use cases. The alternative approach
is simplifying the models themselves,
making a trade-off in the interest of more
ubiquitous deployment.
Google, Facebook and Apple have been
pouring resources into these mobile models.

Inception-ResNet-v2, as part of the TF-Slim

Last fall, Facebook announced its Caffe2Go

Image Model Library.

framework for building models to run on

The handful of models included in the
detection API include heavy duty inceptionbased convolution neural networks and

smartphones — the first big implementation
of this was Facebook’s Style Transfer. This
spring at I/O, Google released TensorFlow
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lite, it’s version of a streamlined machine
learning framework. And most recently at
WWDC, Apple pushed out CoreML, its
attempt to reduce the difficulty of running
machine learning models on iOS devices.
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Of course Google’s public cloud offerings
with

See something interesting in your News

respect to both Facebook and Apple, and it’s

Feed but don't have time to look at it now?

not new to delivering computer vision

You can save it for later.

give

it

differentiated

positioning

services at scale vis-à-vis its Cloud Vision
API.
Google wants to make it extra easy to play
with and implement so the entire kit comes
prepackaged with weights and a Jupyter
notebook.
Your bookmarked links, videos, photos,
places and more are accessible from
the "Saved" page on your Facebook profile.
The page is included under the "More" tab
in the Facebook mobile app.
Perfect for saving all of Tech Insider's
amazing articles for later.

Never get a request to play Candy Crush
again.
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Turn off auto-playing videos in your News
Feed.

There's a way to keep annoying Facebook
games like Candy Crush from spamming
you with invites.
Under the "More" tab in Facebook's mobile

If you don't want videos on Facebook

app,

automatically playing in your News Feed,

select

"Settings"

then

"Account

Settings" followed by "Notifications." Go to

make sure to turn the setting off.

"Mobile," scroll all the way down, and un-

Under the "More" tab in the Facebook

check "Application Invites."

mobile app, select "Videos and Photos."

Turn your profile pic into an animated

You can choose to auto play videos over

GIF.

cellular and Wi-Fi connections, just Wi-Fi,
or never.
See your Facebook activity on the same
day from years past.

From the Facebook mobile app, select your
profile picture and then "Take a New Profile
Video" to upload a short video loop of

Facebook's "On This Day" feature shows

yourself. The result looks like a mix

your activity on its social network on the

between an animated GIF and a moving

same day from years past. Think of it like

picture frame straight out of Harry Potter.

your personal time capsule on Facebook.
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Only you see your "On This Day" activity,

From the Facebook mobile app, tap the more

and you can find the feature from the

tab

link Facebook.com/on this day. Facebook

Security, and finally Active Sessions. Tap

also lets you hide certain people from

the "X" to remotely log out of any device or

showing up in your past activity, which is

Facebook app you're logged into.

helpful for not seeing memories of your ex.

From your Security Settings on Facebook's

Block people from being able to contact

desktop site, the "Where You're Logged In"

you.

menu shows active logins and lets you send
them.

If someone is spamming you with messages
or you just want to make sure they can't see
your profile, go to their profile page click on
the three dots to the far right. Select
"Block."
See

everywhere

Facebook

and

you're
remotely

logged

into

log

out

then

Settings,

Account

Settings,
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“Online Payment”
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Customers (privacy or identity theft). I will
go into details about this topic in chapter 5
College

of

of this paper.
Online Payment Methods
For the purchases done online most likely he

Online payment is when the customer or

will also make his payments online. In this

buyer makes his payment transactions for

section, you will find the different methods

the goods or services purchased with the use

on making online payments.

of the Internet – to be online. “This type of
payment lowers the costs for businesses as

1. Credit Cards. This has been the dominant

the more payments made electronically

form of online payments when purchasing

(online or offline) the less they spend for

online. However, many people still resist

paper and postage. Also, it helps on

the appeal and simplicity of credit-card

improving customer retention as he is more

transactions due to security concerns. Until

likely to return to the same e-commerce site

now there are a high risk for stolen cards,

where his or her information has already

identity theft thus customers fear credit-

been entered and stored.” with online

card fraud by merchants and other parties.

payment, it is not necessary for the payer to

Yet, there are some credit card issuers who

be in a long queue as payment is made in

have features that provide online fraud

just a click of a mouse. Additionally for

protection.

example, almost all the banks have an online

2. Virtual Credit Cards. This virtual credit

bill payment service where it is offered free

card is an innovation in online credit cards.

of charge and is available all days of the

Credit card issuer provides a special

week or 24/7 shall I say.

number that can be used in place of the

Nevertheless, the issue on security is a

regular credit card number to make online

crucial element to the implementation as

purchases. This allows the user to use a

well as acceptance of payment both for

credit card online without disclosing the

sellers or merchants (fraud) and buyers or

actual number. Additionally, the user gives
a transaction number instead of the credit
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card number – example is Private Payment

the paper check however they are faster,

by American Express.

cheaper and more secure. To pay by e-

3. Debit Cards. With the debit card, the

check, an account number is keyed in

money for a purchased item comes direct

and together with the bank's routing

layout of the holder’s checking account.

number. The vendor authorizes payment

The actual transfer of funds from the

through the customer's bank, which then

holder’s account to the merchant’s takes

either initiates an

place within 1 or 2 days .

transfer (EFT) or prints a check and

4. SmartCards. This card looks like any

5.

electronic

funds

mails it to the vendor.

plastic payment card but it has a

6. Digital Cash. Digital cash is an example

microchip embedded on its face. This can

of a digital currency, where it allows

hold more information than ordinary

people who do not have credit card to

credit cards with magnetic strips. Rather

shop online. It is similar to a traditional

than holding only card’s information, it

bank account: consumers deposit money

can also hold information for such as

into their digital cash accounts to be used

health care, transportation, identification

in the purchase online. This is often used

and banking, and others. This enables

with other technology such as digital

information for different purposes to be

wallets.

stored in one location. The smart card can

7. e-Wallets. An e-wallet is a software

be used to make purchases over the

component that a user downloads to their

Internet with the use of a card reader to

desktop and in which the user stores

read the card details necessary for

credit card numbers and other personal

payment and secure sending of data over

information. When a user shops at a

the Internet.

merchant who accepts e-wallet, the user

e-Checks. An e-Check is an electronic

clicks the e-wallet and the forms are

version or representation of a paper

automatically filled in with all the

check. It contains the same information

necessary information in just one click.

as a paper check and based on the same

Credit card companies such as Visa and

legal framework. It works the same as

MasterCard also offer this e-wallet.
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8. Peer-to-Peer Payments. P2P payments

payment is received, it is posted into the

are one of the fastest-growing online

biller’s account receivable system and the

payment schemes as they enable the

payment

transfer of funds between two individuals.

customer’s account. It is said that online

PayPal is one of the first companies to

payments are expected to grow to more

offer this service. A user will open an

than 15% of 19 billion bills by 2011.

is

transferred

account with the username, password and

Some

also an e-mail address as well as the

Transaction Enablers

payment card or bank account number.
Then the user adds funds to their account
and once account has been funded, the
money can be sent to the recipient who
also has an account at PayPal, for
instance. The e-mail that is sent to the
recipient contains a link back to the
service’s

(PayPal)

website

and

can

transfer the money from the PayPal
account to their credit card or bank
account.
9. e-Billing.

E-Billing

is

also

called

of

the

Online

from

Credit

the

Card

In this section, I will be presenting some of
the online payment enablers that are
commonly used by merchants to enable the
acceptance of payments online particularly
for the online credit card transactions.
There are a lot more of them but I will only
discuss a few of them. These companies
established business relationships with the
financial institutions to accept online credit
card payment for their merchant clients.
1. PayPal. “Arising from the popularity of

electronic bill presentment and payment

eBay

online

(EBPP). This enables the presentment,

(www.paypal.com) has quickly become

payment and posting of bills via the

dominant

Internet. Presentment means taking the

processing” according to Pan-Western E-

information that is typically printed on a

Business Team. Many people still think of

bill and hosting it on a bill-presentment

PayPal primarily as the service to use to

web server. Once the bill is available, the

pay for items they buy on eBay. PayPal

customer can view it with the browser,

originally started as a peer-to-peer money

review and then pay online. When the

transfer system for eBay auctions, but has

in

auctions,

online

PayPal

transaction
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also

expanded

as

a

third

payment

processor for any website. Two of their
main gateway products that they offer are
Payflow Pro and PayflowLink.
2. Google Checkout ™. Google has an
online

payment

processing

service

particularly for credit card transactions.
The difference between PayPal is that the
scope of Google Checkout™ is focused on
enabling one-time payments to be made
from a purchaser to a merchant.
3. Authorize.Net. Like any other payment
gateways Authorize.Net handles online
payment transactions for credit card and
electronic payment processing between
the merchants and financial processing
networks.
4. Security in Online Payment Security is
vital when doing business be it online or
offline. If I compare the traditional
transaction using a credit card, what the
merchant need is the signature of the
cardholder and sometimes the photo on
the credit card is also use to verify the
identity of the customer. In the virtual
world, information needed are the credit
card number, the verification code and the
billing address to verify the identity of the

cardholder and fraudulent transactions are
always around.
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Social proof is critical when creating
influence and trust.

deciding who is going to win their hardearned money today.
4 Unconventional Ways to Bring Traffic
to Your Site
It's harder than ever to earn the trust of a
would-be customer, and the competition is
only becoming more intense. With the
entrepreneur being the new rockstar, starting
your own business is almost as cool as being
the lead singer or guitarist in a band -almost. As a result, new businesses are
opening their doors every day and looking to
take your customers away from you.
With such fierce competition, how do you
stand out in a competitive marketplace? One
key strategy to focus on is to leverage the
power of social proof by implementing a
reputation marketing system.

Can I trust you? If I can trust you, I'll share a
little secret with you. I want to buy from
you! Of course, if I can't trust your business,
I'm going to buy from a company that shows
me I can trust them more than you.
This is the subconscious mind of your
customers whispering to their conscious
brain while visiting your website and

According to Robert Cialdini, author of
best-selling

books Influence

and

Pre-

Suasion, social proof is one of the critical
elements to creating influence and trust in
minds of others. Examples of social proof
include online reviews and testimonials.
Think about it. When you need to make an
important buying decision, do you read and
evaluate reviews prior to buying? If you're
like most people, you do. In this fast-paced
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world, people use reviews and testimonials

on Facebook before. However, Premier

to help them quickly make decisions and to

Wellness Centers does have more than 100

prevent them from making costly mistakes.

Facebook reviews, so perhaps that played a

Facebook

role in being chosen for inclusion. Although

beta

testing

“reputation

marketing.”

currently in beta-testing, it would seem

It may come as little surprise when

likely that the program will become widely

Facebook contacted one of our clients to

available.

invite them to a new "reputation marketing"
system. Facebook recently invited this Port
Saint Lucie chiropractor to participate in a
beta-testing program that allows business
owners to include their Facebook reviews as
part of their advertising endeavors to win
new business.

"What a minute. But I don't advertise on
Facebook?"
Okay,

perhaps

you're

marketing

your

business using other marketing channels like
SEO and PPC. How influential are reviews
and testimonials when it comes to Google's
perspective?
Google spills its guts about reputation
marketing.
Bright Local conducted a study on the
impact of reviews on click-thru rates when
people are searching on Google. With 6,283
people participating in the study, the results
showed that businesses having an overall

The most important take away from this
message is that the ratings only appear with
an average rating of 4 stars and higher and
only when there are more than 5 Facebook
reviews. What's interesting to note is our
client did not even have a Facebook ad
account at the time and had never advertised

positive review rating got more clicks and
visits to their website. In fact, going from a
3-star rating to a 5-star rating gets a business
25 percent more clicks from Google Local
Pack. They also showed that negative
reviews resulted in less clicks and visits to
their website. Duh, right?
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4 Better Ways to Showcase Testimonials

system in place, you're wasting money every

for Your Business

single day. Shifting your efforts into

However, having negative reviews meant

acquiring reviews will only enhance your

getting less clicks and visits than if the

search engine visibility and convert more

business had no reviews at all. More

visitors into customers.

importantly, when the participants were
asked after the experiment why they picked
the result they did, 56 percent of the people
said they chose to visit the website of the
business because it had positive reviews and

"Well, who cares? I don't own a local
business. I sell my products online."
Google announces new customer reviews
program.

star ratings.
Even Google explicitly states in their help

Well there's good news for you too. Google

center,"Google review count and score are

just announced their new program called

factored into local search ranking: more

Google Customer Reviews, which replaces

reviews and positive ratings will probably

their Google Trusted Stores program. Their

improve a business's local ranking."

new system allows you to collect valuable
reviews, for free.

When Google flat out tells you more review
and positive ratings will improve your local

This

SEO efforts, you'd better invest in reputation

companies collect customer reviews, but

marketing. If your competition is already

also empowers them to market their

ahead in their overall review count, you risk

reputation online. The Google Customer

being left behind and possibly never

Reviews are aggregated, along with other

catching up.

sources and data providers, and can be

new

displayed
Are you a local business owner? If so, you
should be 100 percent focused on reputation
marketing. If you're currently investing in
SEO and paid advertising campaigns, and
doing so without a reputation marketing

system

in

not

marketing

only

channels

helps

like

Product Listing Ads and Ad Words text ads.
Google states that showing your seller rating
in your text ads can increase the CTR of
your ads by up to 10 percent.
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Google even offers a Google Customer

positively review your business and share

Reviews Badge that you can include on your

their story.

website, which in theory should help
provide social proof that can help boost
conversions and win you more customers.
5 Proven Ways to Get More Customer
Reviews on Google and Facebook

Adding testimonials and reviews to your
online or ecommerce store matters too. In
this article about testimonials and reviews,
there is an abundance of references and
examples showing how even the simplest
review statements can boost conversion
rates by 34 percent.
That’s why all companies must have a solid
reputation marketing system in place. You
can call them reviews, testimonials or
stories, but ultimately your business needs to
provide a memorable customer experience
that compels your customers to want to

Admission to MCA & MCA [Integrated]
MCA Regular & Lateral Entry

MCA INTEGRATED

Bhagwan Mahavir Education Foundation took a historic
step to start BMCM-MCA institute in 2008. The college
was established initially with 60 intake/seats and increased
with 240 intake/seats today. From last 9 years efforts have
made Mahavirians as knowledgeable, well trained,
dedicated, result oriented and technically competent to
perform.

Excellent opportunity for 12th Pass out
students of GSEB/CBSE/ICSE/IB Board

Eligibility
For Lateral Entry(2 Years)

BMCM is the pioneer college in introducing Dual Degree
Programme in entire South Gujarat Regional dual Degree
programme in Computer Application offers two Degrees
after the completion of 5Years.
An integrated Programme offers dual Degree in BCA-MCA
after completion of 3rd Year&5th Year

A Students should have graduated from BCA or
BMEF successfully running this programme since last 3
B.Sc. (IT) stream with at least 50% Marks.
Years.
(45% for reserved category students.)

Non CMAT Students can also apply.

For Regular MCA (3 Years)

Unique features of (Integrated MCA-Masters
in Computer Application) Integrated Dual
Degree Programme

Students should have graduated from BBA, B.Com,
B.A. or PGDCA stream with at least 50% marks.
AICTE and GTU Approved Integrated Dual Degree
(45% for reserved category students.)
Programme.
Special consideration for GSEB/ CBSE/ICSE/IB
board for getting admissions.
Direct Admission in Post-Graduation.
No Entrance exam for admission in Master Degree.
Excellent opportunity for those students who want
AICTE and GTU Approved College
Innovative teaching methodology, through domain to apply in foreign countries for their Master Degree
Course with 12th + 4 Pattern.
experts and industry experts.
Students who discontinue the studies after 3 years
A beautifully landscaped colorful campus.
Centralized training and Placement Cell for of successful instruction shell be eligible for award of
bachelor’s degree in computer application (BCA).
assistance in placement.
Can Take a break of one year and continue in same
Student friendly environment.
Well-equipped computer labs with Internet college without any entrance exam or re-admission
procedure.
facilities.
Innovative teaching methodology, through domain
Excellent Sports Facilities.
experts and industry experts.
Workshop by I.T. Experts.
Outstanding Placement Record.
Experiential Teaching Methods.
**Upgraded Technology included in Curriculum.
Regular Soft Skill Classes.

MCA @ BMEF

Any query for MCA Contact to:
Ms. Upasana Mehta
Phone: 9909251902
E-mail: upasana.mehta@bmefcolleges.edu.in

Any query for MCA Integrated Contact to:
Mr. Hiren Raotole
Phone: 9377818244
E-mail: hiren.raotole@bmefcolleges.edu.in

Student Achievements






Sama Patel secured 6th rank in 4th semester in
GTU - 2014.
Zula Jariwala secured 9th rank in 9th semester and
6th rank in 5th semester in GTU – 2014/15.
BMCM-MCA Integrated secured 1st rank in 2nd
semester in GTU - 2014.
Akshat Agrawal secured 2nd rank in 1st semester
and 1st rank in 2nd semester in GTU - 2014.
Naman Agrawal secured 1nd rank in 1st semester
and 3rd rank in 2nd semester in GTU – 2014.

Student Activities

Picnic of Imagica

Student Placement





For the year 2016-’17 total 19 companies came for
placement in BMCM MCA.
Companies like LaNet, Big Scale, Wipro, Potenza
Global, Meta Tree etc. were visited
37 students already placed in various companies.
Maximum package offered were 3,02,000 /-

Mega Job Fair @ BMEF

Cultural Activities

Spandan Culture Fest of BMEF

